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Abstract: Soft Computing refers to the science of reasoning, thinking and deduction that recognizes and uses the real world phenomena of grouping, memberships, and classification of various quantities under study. As such, it is an extension of natural heuristics and capable of dealing with complex systems because it does not require strict mathematical definitions and distinctions for the system components. It differs from hard computing in that, unlike hard computing, it is tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth. In effect, the role model for soft computing is the human mind. The guiding principle of soft computing is: Exploit the tolerance for imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth to achieve tractability, robustness and low solution cost. The main techniques in soft computing are evolutionary computing, artificial neural networks, and fuzzy logic and Bayesian statistics. Each technique can be used separately, but a powerful advantage of soft computing is the complementary nature of the techniques. Used together they can produce solutions to problems that are too complex or inherently noisy to tackle with conventional mathematical methods. The applications of soft computing have proved two main advantages. First, it made solving nonlinear problems, in which mathematical models are not available, possible. Second, it introduced the human knowledge such as cognition, recognition, understanding, learning, and others into the fields of computing. This resulted in the possibility of constructing intelligent systems such as autonomous self-tuning systems, and automated designed systems. This paper highlights various areas of soft computing techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In real world, we have many problems which we have no way to solve logically, or problems which could be solved theoretically but actually impossible due to its requirement of huge resources and huge time required for computation. For these problems, methods motivated by nature sometimes work very efficiently and effectively. Although the solutions obtained by these methods do not always equal to the mathematically strict solutions, a near optimal solution is sometimes enough in most practical purposes. These biologically inspired methods are called Soft Computing. Soft Computing is an umbrella term for a collection of computing techniques. The term was first coined by Professor Lotfi Zadeh who developed the concept of fuzzy logic. Soft computing is based on natural as well as artificial ideas. It is referred as a computational intelligence. It differs from conventional computing that is hard computing. It is tolerance of imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth to achieve tractability, approximation, robustness, low solution cost, and better rapport with reality. In fact the role model for soft computing is human mind. It refers to a collection of computational techniques in computer science, artificial intelligence, machine learning applied in engineering areas such as Aircraft, spacecraft, cooling and heating, communication network, mobile robot, inverters and converters, electric power system, power electronics and motion contorte. Traditionally soft computing has been data – driven search and optimization approaches.

II. SOFT COMPUTING
Soft computing is a partnership is which each of the constituent contributes a distinct methodology for addressing problem in its domain. In this perspective, the principal constituent methodologies in soft computing are complementary rather than competitive. In fact, soft computing’s main characteristic is its intrinsic capability to create hybrid systems that are based on the integration of constituent technologies. This integration provides complementary reasoning and searching methods that allow us to combine domain knowledge and empirical data to develop flexible computing tools and solve complex problems. Hybrid computing is the combination of hard computing and soft computing which having their inherent advantages and disadvantages. To get the advantages of both these techniques their individuals limitations are reduced for solving a problem more efficiently by Hybrid computing. Hybrid soft computing models have been applied to a large number of classification, prediction, and control problems.

III. APPLICATIONS AREAS OF SOFT COMPUTING
Soft computing techniques have become one of promising tools that can provide practice and reasonable solution. Soft computing techniques are used in different fields.

A. ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
Actuarial science is the discipline that applies mathematical and statistical methods to evaluate risk in the insurance and finance industries. Actuarial science includes a number of interrelating subjects, including probability, mathematics, statistics, finance, economics, financial economics, and computer programming. Historically, actuarial science used deterministic models in the construction of tables and premiums.
B. AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Agricultural engineering is the engineering discipline that applies engineering science and technology to agricultural production and processing. Agricultural engineering combines the disciplines of animal biology, plant biology, and mechanical, civil, electrical, and chemical engineering principles with knowledge of agricultural principles.

C. BIOMEDICAL APPLICATION
Biomedical application is a design concept to medicine and biology. This field seeks to close the gap between engineering and medicine: It combines the design and problem solving skills of engineering with medical and biological sciences to advance healthcare treatment, including diagnosis, monitoring, treatment and therapy.

D. CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil engineering is a professional engineering discipline that deals with the design, construction and maintenance of the physical and naturally built environment, including works like roads, bridges, canals, dams, and buildings. Civil engineering takes place on all levels: in the public sector from municipal through to national governments, and in the private sector from individual homeowners through to international companies.

E. COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Computer engineering is a discipline that integrates several fields of electrical engineering and maintenance of the physical and naturally built environment, including works like roads, bridges, canals, dams, and buildings. Civil engineering takes place on all levels: in the public sector from municipal through to national governments, and in the private sector from individual homeowners through to international companies.

F. CRIME FORECAST
Crime forecast is a planning tool that helps to manage crime in our society in computer science required to develop computer systems. Computer engineers usually have training in electronic engineering, software design, and hardware-software integration instead of only software engineering or electronic engineering. Computer engineers are involved in many hardware and software aspects of computing, from the design of individual microprocessors, personal computers, and supercomputers, to circuit design. This field of engineering not only focuses on how computer systems themselves work, but also how they integrate into the larger picture.

G. DATA MINING
Data mining is a subfield of computer science which is the computational process of discovering patterns in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems. The overall goal of the data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform it into an understandable structure for further use.

H. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Environmental engineering is the integration of science and engineering principles to improve the natural environment like air, water, and/or land resources, to provide healthy water, air, and land for human habitation like house or home and for other organisms, and to remediate pollution sites.

I. FAULT-TOLERANCE
Fault-tolerance is the property that enables a system to continue operating properly in the event of the failure of some of its components. If its operating quality decreases at all, the decrease is proportional to the severity of the failure, as compared to a naively-designed system in which even a small failure can cause total breakdown. Fault-tolerance is particularly sought-after in high-availability or life-critical systems.

J. FEATURE SELECTION
In machine learning and statistics, feature selection, also known as variable selection, attribute selection or variable subset selection, is the process of selecting a subset of relevant features for use in model construction. Feature selection techniques are a subset of the more general field of feature extraction. Feature extraction creates new features from functions of the original features, whereas feature selection returns a subset of the features.

K. IMAGING PROCESSING
In imaging science, image processing is any form of signal processing for which the input is an image, such as a photograph or video frame; the output of image processing may be either an image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most image-processing techniques involve treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and applying standard signal-processing techniques to it.

L. INDUSTRIES MACHINERIES
Industries machineries are tool that consists of one or more parts, and uses energy to achieve particular goal. Machines are usually powered by mechanical, chemical, thermal, or electrical means, and are frequently motorized. This is used in mechanical engineering.

M. MATERIAL ENGINEERING
Materials engineering is an interdisciplinary field applying the properties of matter to various areas of science and engineering. This scientific field investigates the relationship between the structure of materials at atomic or molecular scales and their macroscopic properties. It incorporates elements of applied physics and chemistry.

N. MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
Medical diagnosis refers both to the process of attempting to determine or identify a possible disease and to the opinion reached by this process. From the point of view of statistics the diagnostic procedure involves classification tests.

O. NANO TECHNOLOGY
Nanotechnology is the manipulation of matter on an atomic and molecular scale. Generally, nanotechnology works with materials, devices, and other structures with at least one dimension sized from 1 to 100 nanometers. Nanotechnology
entails the application of fields of science as diverse as surface science, organic chemistry, molecular biology, semiconductor physics, micro fabrication, etc.

P. PATTERN RECOGNITION

Pattern recognition generally aim to provide a reasonable answer for all possible inputs and to perform “most likely” matching of the inputs, taking into account their statistical variation. Pattern recognition is studied in many fields, including psychology, psychiatry, and ethology, cognitive science, and traffic flow and computer science.

Q. POLYMER EXTRUSION PROCESS

A polymer is a chemical compound or mixture of compounds consisting of repeating structural units created through a process of polymerization. Polymers are studied in the fields of biophysics and macromolecular science, and polymer science. Extrusion is a process used to create objects of a fixed, cross-sectional profile. A material is pushed or drawn through a die of the desired cross-section. The two main advantages of this process over other manufacturing processes are its ability to create very complex cross-sections and work materials that are brittle, because the material only encounters compressive and shear stresses.

IV. CONCLUSION

As the development of soft computing progresses in several disciplines including physics, chemistry, biology and material science, computer scientists must be aware of their roles and brace themselves for the greater advancement of soft computing in the future. This paper has outlined different areas of soft computing. The successful applications of soft computing and the rapid growth suggest that the impact of soft computing will be felt increasingly in coming years. It encourages the integration of soft computing techniques and tools into both every day and advanced applications. It is hoped that this gentle review will benefit computer scientist who are keen to contribute their works to the field of soft computing.
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